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INTRODUCTION 

Dear kindergarten teachers! 

The main purpose of this guide is to outline and give a practical display of the 
implementation of the goals of the two-year international project Doll has a soul into 
regular practice in the preschool institutions of Slovenia, Turkey and Greece. The guide 
is designed in accordance with the national pre-school curricula of all countries involved. 
The main goal is to present the connection between mathematics and a puppet, with the 
interconnection of the cultures of involved countries and the innovative forms, working 
methods and didactic material that arose between participating institutions. It offers a key 
content with culturally coloured topics, as well as suggestions for different teaching forms 
and working methods, firstly in the mathematical and artistic fields, and later in correlation 
with other fields. The introductory part of the guide at the beginning presents the goals, 
the course and the purpose of the international project Doll Has a Soul.  

The core of the guide is followed by the legends of all the countries involved, which were 
the basic thematic starting point for developing knowledge and competences in the area 
of mathematics and art, as well as getting acquainted with the culture, customs and 
customs of the country of the origin of the legend. Alongside the legends there are 
pictorial letters and dolls that arrived in each institution in a letter with the legend. Each 
legend is followed by a set of mathematical tasks in connection with the legend and a set 
of didactic recommendations for educators in relation to other areas of the participating 
national curriculum. The content is pictorially supported. This part is at first presented in 
the national language of the participating country and then in English, which was also a 
communication language between the partners. In the final part of the guide our 
experiences and the effects of the project are summarized. 

It is our desire that this guide opens the door to a world of exploring didactic and cultural 
content, first of all to kindergarten teachers and then to children who have the opportunity 
to participate in international projects and thus enjoy a magical journey through the near 
and far countries without the risks that travelling brings. 

ABOUT THE INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN 
PROJECT DOLL HAS A SOUL 

A decline of competences in Science among the young population and a general 
decrease in interest in Science have been noticed for several years in the EU. We 
responded to this by designing a project called Doll has a soul (DHS in short), coordinated 
by Dobrna Kindergarten from Slovenia. We started the project in 2017 as part of the 
Erasmus + projects, in the KA2 part. We received a grant for the implementation of the 
project activities. We started our project activities in the summer 2017, and it took us two 
years to complete the project. 
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Figure 1: A symbol used for better visibility of the project 

The aim of the project was to connect the doll and mathematics and to strengthen the 
mathematical competences of children, aged from three to six, during the preschool 
period. Preschool institutions from Turkey, Slovenia and Greece were involved in the DHS 
project. The participants of the project were the professionals from these institutions. The 
project team consisted of 32 preschool educators - kindergarten teachers. The project 
partners were selected with particular care. Each of them has the knowledge and 
experience that is indispensable for the success of the project. There are 5,400 project 
participants who have not received a grant for their work. These include parents, citizens 
of the local community, societies, the professional public, students and students of 
pedagogical courses of education and primary school teachers. 

During the first project year, all the project partners focused primarily on the mathematics 
and local legends. Each partner country produced a story, a legend or a fairy tale that 
comes from their environment. Then children made a picture letter of the selected story 
and a plan for making the doll and sent them to children from other participating countries 
(Figure 2). The kindergarten teachers attached a proposal for mathematical activities that 
is consistent with their national curriculum. The letters circulated between the project 
partners. All the children escorted the letters from their sending to their acceptance. We 
all eagerly waited for the story and maths activities.  

 

Figure 2: Sending the letter 
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Figure 3: Getting to know the country 

In our kindergarten we prepared ourselves to receive the letter. Thus, we learned about 
the language, geographical and cultural characteristics of the country of origin of the 
letter. All activities were perfectly integrated into our curriculum. The children enriched 
their knowledge about the country, the customs and the culture of the partnering 
countries, they became familiar with the language, as we enabled them to meet children 
in live using ICT equipment (Figure 3). With each next meeting in live, communication 
barriers were better and easily broken down by the children. Through their extensive work 
in the field of mathematics and science in general, children also strengthened these 
competences.  

If we wanted to strengthen the competences of children, we had to strengthen the 
competences of kindergarten teachers at first, so during the first year of project activities 
we raised the level of knowledge, experience and interest in science at kindergarten 
teachers by sharing experiences. The first international meeting was held in Dobrna at 
the end of November 2017. 

While the participants were getting to know each other and sharing the general 
experience and knowledge about the country and the people, we exchanged curricula, 
learned about the specific pre-school education of each project country, and arranged the 
organizational and time specificities required by the project. At Dobrna Kindergarten, we 
combined the visit of partnering countries with the traditional pre-New Year's party for 
children, parents, employees and citizens. We also asked for help from local associations 
that hosted guests with Slovenian cuisine, and we also prepared a Turkish and Greek 
stall. 

For the second time we met with project partners at an educational event in Slovenske 
Konjice in Slovenia in 2018, which included an international conference entitled Planning 
and Implementation of Mathematical Activities in Kindergarten, organized by a project 
partner from Slovenske Konjice and the University of Maribor. Good practical examples 
were presented at the conference by professionals from Slovenske Konjice Kindergarten, 
Dobrna Kindergarten, kindergartens from Turkey and Greece, and professionals from 
Romania and Serbia. At the same time, an exhibition of mathematical didactic means 
(Figure 4) prepared by professionals was held in the lobby of the unit Prevrat. 
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Figure 4: Exhibition of mathematical didactic means in the Slovenske Konjice 
kindergarten 

For the purpose of coordinating the project work and planning activities, the project 
partners met for the third time at the 2nd International Project Partners Meeting in Adana, 
Turkey. The timetable and the content plan were outlined. The planned activities included 
an educational meeting in Dobrna, Slovenia. It was implemented in February 2019. The 
meeting was aimed for educators as well as for teachers in the first triad of primary school. 
In addition to participating countries, the training was attended by professionals from 
Croatia. At the meeting Mrs Helena Korošec from the Faculty of Education in Ljubljana 
approached the doll and outlined its versatile contribution (Figure 5). With this seminar 
we tried to present the role of the puppet in education, the role of the puppet and theatre 
in child's development, the creative movement and the puppet in the process, and the 
creation with puppets.  

 

Figure 5: Satisfied listeners of international educational meeting in Dobrna 

For the purposes of the project activities, we met twice in 2019 at educational meetings. 
Namely, in April at the 4th Adana Educational Event in Turkey. The Puppet Museum was 
the main topic of the meeting (Figure 6). Professionals, children, parents, the local 
community were the creators of the museum. We officially opened the museum. 
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Figure 6: The opening of the museum 

At the end of the project, we met in June 2019 for the last DHS project educational 
meeting in Rhodes, Greece (Figure 7). In Greece, we exhibited our work in the form of 
photographs, children's products, didactic means and puppets (Figure 8). The exhibition 
was extensive, but we gained even more knowledge, experience and memories over the 
course of two years, which cannot be presented to visitors and readers. You must 
experience it by yourself.  

  

Figure 7: Participants of the final meeting Figure 8: Final exhibition 

By empowering professional staff in institutions from all participating countries in terms of 
networking, sharing good practices and education, we have raised the level of quality in 
pre-school education and established interest among parents and children who are not 
yet involved in institutional education. The competences, knowledge and experience of 
professional staff employed by all partner institutions have been enhanced especially in 
the areas of acceptance and learning about other cultures, languages, customs, and at 
the same time at the field of insight into their own heritage, habits and customs, greater 
knowledge of their own pre-school curriculum, insights into foreign curricula and 
organization of pre-school education in general, raising English as a communicative 
language, raising self-confidence and professional autonomy, creativity and innovation, 
refining in the preparation and writing of professional articles, using ICT, preparation and 
implementation of international meetings, trainings, conferences, insight into field of 
science in the curriculum and interdisciplinary treatment of it, more confident cooperation 
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with parents and increase of professionalism, strong raising of the reputation of the 
institution as well as of individual professionals in the wider area. 

The project has produced some innovative solutions and connections between art and 
mathematics. We have introduced them in this guide. The guide is available at the project 
website and is a lasting and important model for putting new didactic approaches into 
practice, and its use will raise interest in mathematics, art, international projects and more.  

Ksenija Ulaga, coordinator of the project 
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EFFECTS OF PROJECT 

For Kindergarten Dobrna: Ksenija Ulaga 

Some new topics, forms and methods of organizing work have been brought to Dobrna 
Kindergarten by the DHS project. From the established forms, we have undertaken a 
project work involving all employees of the Dobrna kindergarten. Thus, the action plan 
has contained tasks scattered from the cooks to the headmaster. In assigning and 
selecting tasks, we have consolidated the national curriculum, especially the areas of 
mathematics and puppets. Only with the acquired knowledge and experiences we have 
been able to incorporate all the goals, tasks and topics of the project into our work.  

The project has been integrated into everyday work of our every kindergarten group. We 
have adjusted the annual work plan, introduced new topics, updated the cooperation with 
parents, adjusted training for professionals, and have introduced new organizational 
habits. Thus, we have enriched ourselves professionally and have also grown as a group 
of individuals, which has responded perfectly to all challenges. 

We have acquired necessary knowledge, experience, motivation, energy and confidence 
to be great. Each project task has been a great pleasure and challenge for us. All this has 
also been reflected at children. They have received this energy, knowledge, experience 
and incredible enthusiasm of the professionals. The effects have also been transferred to 
parents, school professionals, the municipality, citizens, locals, workers of neighbouring 
kindergartens and schools. Shorty, everyone who was involved in the project has become 
more recognizable. Turkey and Greece have been closer to us, more than we have ever 
imagined.  

By introducing the cultural and national features of the partners, we have broken 
stereotypes and have learned about new cultures and customs. Many children, 
employees, parents and citizens have experienced the land with all the senses for the 
first time. They have tried Greek or Turkish food, have listened to their music, have 
learned some new language, have seen some interesting sights, have shaken a hand to 
a stranger ... Some forms of cooperation have been improved. Therefore, the challenge 
for both professional and personal growth has been received.  

All the professionals have confidently performed all project tasks, which have also 
included trips and meeting new cultures, organizing visits and educational meetings, 
events, exhibitions, public appearances, foreign language learning, the use of ICT 
technology, publication of a handbook and constant search for knowledge and 
transferring it to children and everyone else. All these are competencies, memories and 
feelings that will remain forever. But most of all, we are glad that we have made really 
close friends in the process of gaining experience and knowledge through the project 
work. That is what really matters in life!  

For Kindergarten Slovenske Konjice: Tomaž Popovič 

In the year 2017, the kindergarten of Slovenske Konjice joined the international project 
Erasmus +, under the name “The doll has a soul”. The scope, duration, organization and 
implementation of the project were carefully planned, in terms of achieving the maximum, 
not only through the individuals, which helped to strengthen professional and personal 
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bonds among the staff, but also within the kindergarten as an institution. We were asked 
to find new ways, innovative and different approaches to the methodology of work. It was 
necessary to step outside the comfort zone and to try something new and different. It was 
most interesting to observe children, their responsiveness, curiosity, and creativity. 

In March, within the project an international conference was organized in Zreče, the topic 
was: Planning and Implementation of Mathematical Activities in kindergarten. We carried 
it out in cooperation with the University of Maribor. The conference proved to be very 
positive, as examples of good practice were presented by the experts from the 
Kindergarten Slovenske Konjice, other kindergartens from the same region, partners from 
Dobrna, Turkey and Greece, and experts from Romania and Serbia.  

Cooperating with different country partners brings many advantages, some of them being 
travelling outside our country. The project further stimulates the exchange of knowledge, 
acquires new experiences, new interactions and encourages socialization among 
participants. It strengthens the competencies of employees, not only on a personal level, 
but also on an institution level. So, part of our team went to discover new places, went to 
find new adventures. For some of them was the first time to fly with a plane. On this 
journey, our professional workers were not just ordinary tourists who go to the city, book 
a hotel, and eat food in different restaurants. They came for something more, to meet 
new friends, to learn from each other and from others, and to experience new things or 
old things in a new way.  

Our professional staff had a chance to experience different culture, to meet new people, 
see their way of living, to try their food, see how they interact, how they raise children and 
more. They got a chance to peek into the field of their educational work, and this is what 
makes the experience memorable, this is what changes you to become better and more 
open to the people, culture, more receptive and perceptive of differences. You open your 
mind and you can begin to accept people for who they are, and at the same time you, 
yourself grow and develop personally. Working in kindergarten requires constant focus 
on our youngsters and on daily and weekly tasks that are required to be carried out. Our 
professional workers did not travel with friends or with their family, they travelled as co-
workers, they left as a team, they strengthened their professional relationships, built trust, 
made decisions for themselves, and for others, worked harmoniously and thereby built 
the most important elements of a successful and sound collective. 

For 18th Kindergarten of Rhodes: Elpida Tamvaka 

Through the “Doll has a Soul” project we gained a series of invaluable benefits in many 
fields. We had the chance to develop not only personally, but also professionally. We 
gained experience, knowledge and new friends and had the opportunity to learn a lot from 
this process. During the project we cooperated in good will and received the same positive 
attitude from all our partners, enhancing in this way our intrapersonal and interpersonal 
communication skills. 

Cooperating with colleagues across Europe, apart apparently from the new 
acquaintances we made, created for us the unique occasion to find out more about new 
methods of work used by other countries, to travel to beautiful countries, to immerse into 
new cultures. The acquired feelings, knowledge, skills and experience were disseminated 
and shared not only with our children and their families but also with the local community. 
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Working profoundly focused on Math and Puppetry gave us new insight into certain areas 
of these sciences. This resulted in achieving the learning-oriented goals of the project 
and in a true re-appreciation of preschool education’s value on our little students, since 
they were energetically and critically involved in every stage and activity of the project. 
We strongly believe that our students were extremely benefited and they promoted their 
mathematical, theatrical and interpersonal skills. Their motivation grew month-by-month 
and so did their expectations.  

Finally, the 18th Kindergarten of Rhodes became part of a wider culture that unites 
education professionals through common values and beliefs. 

For Kindergarten Cukuruva Adana: Açelya Gűrtunç 

Thanks to the project ‘’Doll has a soul ’’, which we contributed as a partner in 2016-2017 
Academic Year, we had the opportunity to add experience and new skills in many areas 
of education. If we talk about these experiences and skills. To get to know new people, 
to share experiences with the educators who came together for the same purpose, in our 
professional life, in our personal development, the Project has opened new horizons to 
the vision of our school. Thanks to the training mobilities we have attended, we have 
acquired professional experiences such as puppet art, the ability to establish a connection 
between puppet myth and mathematics and to enrich the education by sharing our skills 
with our students. The way a project touches a person's life may vary. Doll has a soul has 
been a process that has passed through many common acquisitions within these three 
years. The cultures of the different countries that we have recognized in the educational 
mobility organized within the scope of the project have made very positive contributions 
to our communication experience with the teachers. 

It is observed that the Puppet Museum, which was brought to our school by professional 
education applications, is the only museum at the regional level and it made a very 
positive contribution to the development of the corporate culture in our school. 

As a school and personally we enjoy our Project ‘Doll has a soul’. Even after the 
completion of the project in 2019, we will be trying to make a difference during our 
teaching and academic life by using the equipment and experience it brings to us. 

In the museum, educational activities in many areas of the project contributed to different 
development areas in children, while improving the professional experience of their 
teachers. The project Doll has a soul nourished us for 3 years and developed our 
methodology and know-how for our profession. We witnessed how our colleagues from 
other countries applied the same profession in their own countries, they had opportunities 
to observe us and the purpose of the project was cared for as a team. 
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KINDERGARTEN DOBRNA, Slovenia                  

Suzana Adamič, Denis Golouh, Mojca Krajšek,  
Petra Narobe, Uršula Mastnak and Laura Šolaja 

 

Figure 1: Snake Queen 

Content of letter 

1 The legend of the Snake Castle 

Once upon a time there lived a rich Count and Countessin on The Snake Castle in 
Dobrna. They were sad because they had no children. At last a little daughter was born 
and their sorrow was turned to joy. But when she was born, she received a prophecy that 
said she would be killed by lightning on her seventh birthday. The Count and the 
Countess, hoping to save their child from this misfortune, closed the little girl in one of the 
rooms in the basement. The Countess took care of her every day and every day she 
poured her a large bowl of milk, so she wouldn’t be hungry. One day she noticed that the 
little girl was getting skinnier even though she ate everything. She got worried. One time 
when she brought milk, she hid behind the door and watched her. The Countess saw a 
big snake with a crown (Figure 1), sliding from under the table, which was approaching 
the girl. The snake shook her crown from her head and drank the milk with the girl. After 
that the snake put the crown on her head again and vanished. The frightened Countess 
rushed off to tell her husband what she had saw. The Count put her daughter in one of 
the rooms in the castle. But he wanted to take the beautiful crown from the snake’s head. 
The crown was special and it had four beautiful shiny jewels in it. The Count called a few 
knights from the other castles and set a trap for snake. They were all hiding and waiting 
for snake to appear and drink the milk they had poured in a bowl. But the snake noticed 
their intentions because the little girl was not there. This snake was not a regular snake; 
she was the Queen Snake. She lived in a big cave which was never found. Her skin was 
soft and her eyes were terrifying, she had red tongue which helped her smell any scent. 
She also had two big fangs filled with poison. When she saw the trap, she used a whistle 
that was hidden in her crown. The whistle called every living snake from all over the world 
to come and attack the castle. The Count and the rest were terrified. At that time, a beggar 
came to the castle, asking for some bread and water. He noticed all the snakes and 
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thought of a wonderful trick that would help the Count. He suggested they put all the 
firewood and furniture around the castle and burn it. They did as he had told them and 
the beggar climbed up the tallest tree and blew his whistle to distract the snakes and lure 
them into the fire. The Queen Snake saw the beggar and slowly approached him. The 
beggar was so distracted with the whistling that he had not noticed the approaching 
snake. The Queen Snake touched him and immediately turned him into dust. The same 
dust got into the Queen Snake’s eyes and caused her to fall into the fire as well. The 
castle was saved and the little girl was safe from the lightning and from Queen Snake as 
well. They all lived happily ever afterward. 

2 Didactic material 

The children first listened to the legend and then drew five symbols to represent it (Figure 
2). They made a doll with teacher´s help (Figure 4) and then drew the process of making 
the doll and its material (Figure 3). In the end we sent all the drawings and photographies 
of the doll to our partners. 

 

Figure 2: Symbols of legend 

  

Figure 3: Materials for puppet Figure 4: Finished puppet 
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3 Collection of math-activities based on legend 

3.1 Count and build  

Goals 

‒ The child uses names for numbers. 
‒ The child goes from naming each cube to counting. 
‒ The child searches and uses different possibilities for solving problems. 

Procedure 

On the basis of the imagery of the castle, the child builds the castle that 
looks the same. 

The number and colour of the cubes need to match the picture material. 

Material 
Legos 
Draft plan of the castle (Figure 5). 

  

Figure 5: Draft plan of the castle 
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3.2 Snake’ s castle  

Goals 

‒ The child is oriented on the paper. 
‒ The child recognizes and uses phrases for describing the position of 

the objects (on, in front, in...). 

Procedure 

The child correctly inserts the picture, using instructions from a grown up: 
‒ Put the girl in the cellar. 
‒ Put the Count on the castle. 
‒ Put the old woman in front of the wooden house. 
‒ Put the beggar under the tree. 
‒ Put the snake beside the three stones. 
‒ Put the Countess in front of the castle. 

They continue the game by themselves. 

Material 
A linning - photos of charachters from legend (Figure 6). 

  

Figure 6: Linning - photos of charachters from legend 
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3.3 Measuring snake’ s lenght 

Goals  

‒ The child learns about the strategies for measuring the length and 
surface with the criteria and units. 

‒ The child sorts it out, classifies it. 
‒ The child uses names for numbers. 

Procedure 

The child first tries to measure the snake’s length with a relative unit (foot, 
hand...). When the child measures how many feet or hands were needed 
to measure the snake, s/he completesthe chart with symbols. The child 
finds out that we get different results if different children measure by feet 
or by hands. Someone who has bigger feet or hands needs less units to 
measure the snake, compared to someone with smaller feet or hands. 

Then the child measures the snake’s length with a constant nonstandard 
unit (cube, strip, stick ...). S/he notes down how many cubes, strips, and 
sticks are needed to measure the snake’s length. The children get here 
the same results. 

The child also measures the snake’s length with a standard unit 
(measuring tape – 1 meter). Here the child learns about the measuring unit 
1 meter. 

The children compare all the results among each other. 

Then every child tries to find out, how many feet are needed to walk the 
length of the measuring tape (1 meter) and how many cubes and strips are 
used to measure the length of 1 meter. 

Material 
A snake puppet, the chart (Figure 7), cube, strip, stick, measuring tape of 
1 meter. 

 

Figure 7: Measuring chart 
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Implementation of project activities with other areas of the Curriculum 

Correlation with the area: LANGUAGE 

GOALS: 
1. A child learns to talk independently. 
2. A child develops pre-reading and pre-writing abilities and skills. 
3. A child develops non-verbal communication skills. 

Activities: 
‒ Children tell and renew the legend using illustrations (Figure 8). 
‒ Childen describe and talk about Dobrna using symbols and pictures. 
‒ Children look for symbols of places, records of place names and sights in different 

magazines and books. 
‒ Children »write down« the legend of Snake's castle using symbols (painting) and read 

it (Figure 9). 
‒ A moving story about the Snake's castle. 
‒ Pantomime. 

  

Figure 8: »Writing down« the legend using 
symbols 

Figure 9: »Reading” symbols of the 
legend 

Correlation with the area: ART 

GOALS: 
1. A child uses and develops skills: S/he recognizes, discovers, experiments with artistic 

means and their expressive properties. 
2. Promoting curiosity and joy for artistic activities, art and diversity. 
3. Encouraging experiencing, expressing and enjoying beauty. 
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Activities: 
‒ Designing castles and characters from the play dough. 
‒ Constructing castles using cardboard and paper. 
‒ Making a puppet on the wooden spoon (Figure 10). 
‒ Creating a scene for the show. 
‒ Listening and engaging in castle music. 
‒ Drawing the Snake's castle while observing it in nature (Figure 11). 

  

Figure 10: Puppet made on a wooden 
spoon 

Figure 11: Drawing in nature 

Correlation with the area: NATURE 

GOALS: 
1. A child discovers and learns about new phenomena in the sky and weather 

phenomena. 
2. A child discovers, learns about and compares living and non-living nature in different 

environments. 
3. A child discovers different kinds of foods and acquires habits of healthy and diverse 

nutrition. 

Activities: 
‒ Weather chart with daily temperature recording (numerically). 
‒ Weather recording with symbols (sunny, partly cloudy, cloudy, rainy, snowy ...). 
‒ Observing a live snake and learns its features (terrarium) (Figure 12). 
‒ Learning about living and non living nature in various media (picture books, books, 

newspapers). 
‒ Collecting of medicinal plants (wild garlic) and flowers for drying (tea mix). 
‒ Traditional Slovenian breakfast (Figure 13). 
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Figure 12: Observing a snake Figure 13: Traditional Slovenian breakfast 

Correlation with the area: SOCIETY 

GOALS: 
1. A child participates in planning, prepering and implementation of various events. 
2. A child learns about the surrounding environment. 
3. A child learns about different ways of communicating and transmitting information with 

IKT. 

Activities: 
‒ Preparing traditional Slovenian dishes (purée, bread) (Figure 14). 
‒ Castle market (preparation of stalls, gold coins, costumes, cuisine ...) (Figure 15). 
‒ Preparation of the map of Dobrna with its parts and the determination of residence of 

the children. 
‒ Viewing of Dobrna from a bird's perspective. 
‒ Talking about sending letters, parts of an envelope and sending a letter to all project 

partners. 
‒ Using ICT for communicating with partners. 

  

Figure 14: Preparing Slovenian dishes Figure 15: Castle market 
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Correlation with the area: MOVEMENT 

GOALS: 
1. Developing co-ordination; coherence of movement, balance. 
2. Relaxed implementation of natural forms of movement (walking, running, jumping, 

skipping, climbing...). 
3. Developing fingertip skills or fine motoric functions. 

Activities: 
‒ Carrying a ball in a shovel: children transfer the colored balls with a showel along the 

path from the rings to colored plastic hats (Figure 16) 
‒ Finding the right way: childen carry geometric shapes along the colored lines and put 

them in the appropriate gap. 
‒ The way to the castle: A way (range) leads to the castle, which consists of pillows. 
‒ Exercising on the »trim track«. 
‒ Making snakes from multi-coloured fuzzy wires and putting different numbers on each. 

(Figure 17) 
‒ Making a crown: childen lay colored tassels with a tweezer on a crown-shaped base. 

  

Figure 16: Carrying a ball in a shovel Figure 17: Snakes made of fuzzy wires 
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18 TH KINDERGARTEN RODES, Greece   

Sallataki Kokonitsa and Tamvaka Elpida  

 

Figure 18: Hercules and the Cretan Bull 

Content of letter 

1 Labours of Hercules 

Hercules is the most famous hero from the Greek mythology, for his extraordinary 
strength, courage and masculinity. He was the son of a mortal woman named Alcmene, 
who was seduced by Zeus when he disguised himself as her husband Amphitryon. As an 
illegitimate son of Zeus, Hercules was the subject of great hatred from Hera, Zeus' wife, 
as Hercules' existence was proof of her husband's infidelity. Hercules was originally 
named Alcides by his parents and his name was only changed later in a vain attempt to 
please Hera (Hercules meaning 'glory of Hera'). 

Hera supposedly sent two snakes to kill Hercules in his cot, but Hercules strangled a 
snake in each hand. In his youth Hercules was sent to tend cattle on a mountain. There, 
he was visited by the nymphs Pleasure and Virtue who offered him a choice of two lives: 
either comfortable and easy or glorious and extremely difficult. Hercules chose to suffer 
to achieve great glory. 
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Hercules' first wife was Megara, with whom he had several children. However, Hera 
caused Hercules to lose his mind and kill his wife and children in madness. Hercules tried 
hard to purify himself of his crimes by asking the Oracle of Delfae what he should do. 
Hera guided the Oracle into telling Hercules that he had to serve King Eurystheus for 12 
years. 

During these 12 years, Hercules completed his "12 Labours". 

1. Killing the Lion of Nemea and bringing back its skin: The Nemean lion had a skin so 
thick that it was impenetrable, so all of Hercules' weapons were useless against it. 
Eventually he managed to kill it by strangling it. Hercules wore the lion's skin from then 
on as his armour. 

2. Killing the Lernaean Hydra: The Hydra was a monstrous serpent with 9 heads that lived 
in lake Lerna. For every head Hercules cut off, two more grew back in its place. It was 
Hercules' nephew Iolaus who had the idea to burn the necks after cutting off each head 
to stop it from growing back. This was successful, leaving the monster with only its one 
immortal head, which Hercules buried beneath a great rock. He then dipped all his arrows 
in the Hydra's venomous blood, making his arrows poisonous and deadly. 

3. Capturing the Erymanthian Boar: This great beast lived on Mount Erymanthos. 
Hercules asked for the advice of the centaur Chiron for this labour, who told Hercules to 
force the boar into thick snow. Hercules captured the boar using a piece of rope and took 
it back to King Eurystheus, who was so terrified by the beast that he hid in a storage jar 
and begged Hercules to get rid of it. 

4. Capturing the Ceryneian Deer: This large deer was sacred to the goddess Artemis and 
had antlers of gold as well as hooves of bronze. The deer was so fast that it could outrun 
an arrow, but Hercules pursued it on foot for a whole year. He finally caught it by shooting 
it with a arrow in the leg, when it had stopped to drink water. King Eurystheus wished to 
keep the animal, but Hercules could not allow this and so tricked him by telling the king 
to come and take the deer. As soon as Hercules let go of it, the deer ran back to Artemis, 
ensuring Artemis' forgiveness and infuriating Eurystheus. 

5. Slaying the Stymphalian Birds: These were man-eating birds with metallic feathers that 
they could fire as weapons. They lived in the dense woods surrounding lake Stymphalia, 
making it impossible to find them in the dark of the forest. Hercules climbed a nearby 
mountain and used bronze clappers to scare the birds out of the trees. He was then able 
to shoot them down with his arrows and they flew up out of the forest. 

6. Cleaning stables of Avgeas: Avgeas was the king of Elis and boasted the greatest 
number of cattle in the country. The cattle were a divine gift to Avgeas and so were totally 
immune to disease, meaning that nobody had ever needed to clean the stables. King 
Avgeas promised to give Hercules one eighth of his cattle if he could complete this 
seemingly impossible task in just one day. Hercules achieved this by redirecting the rivers 
Alpheus and Peneus through the stables. However Augeas went back on his promise so 
Hercules killed him and gave the kingdom to Augeas' son Phyleus, who had been exiled 
by his father for supporting Hercules. However, Eurystheus refused to count this as one 
of the labours saying that it was the rivers that had done the work and not Hercules. 

7. Capturing the Cretan Bull (Figure 18): This great bull had been sent by Poseidon to 
King Minos and was intended to be given in sacrifice to the god. However Minos thought 
the animal too beautiful to kill and sacrificed another instead. Poseidon was so angered 
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by this that he sent the bull mad to terrorise Minos' kingdom. Hercules went to Crete and 
captured it by strangling it. He took the bull back to King Eurystheus. The bull was then 
released into Marathon, and became known as the Marathonian Bull. 

8. Stealing the Horses of Diomedes: The giant Diomedes, King of Thrace, owned these 
four savage, man-eating horses. When Hercules went to steal them he brought his friends 
to help him, including Abderus. They stole the horses and Hercules left Abderus to guard 
the horses while he fought Diomedes and his men. The horses ate Abderus and so, as 
revenge, Hercules fed Diomedes alive to his own horses.  

9. Obtaining Hippolyti's Belt: King Eurystheus gave Hercules this task at the request of 
his daughter, Admete. Hippolyti was the queen of the Amazons and possessed a magical 
belt given to her by her father, the God Ares. She gave the girdle to Hercules willingly as 
she was so amazed by his physical power. However, Hera spread rumours amongst the 
other Amazons that Hercules was kidnapping the queen, causing them to run in and 
attack him. Hercules fought them off but believing that Hippolyti had conspired against 
him, killed her as well. 

10. Obtaining Geryon's Cattle: Geryon of Erytheia was a giant warrior with three heads, 
three bodies and six arms, all joined onto one set of legs. He possessed a herd of glorious 
red cattle which were guarded by the herdsman Eurytion and the two-headed dog 
Orthrus. Hercules had to travel to the other side of the world to reach Erytheia, but was 
assisted by Helios, the Sun God. Hercules killed Orthrus and Eurytion with his club and 
then fought Geryon, killing him with his poisoned arrows. When he eventually brought the 
cattle to Eurystheus, he sacrificed them to Hera. 

11. Stealing the Apples of the Hesperides: Hercules had to search for many years to find 
the garden where these golden apples grew. They were guarded by the hundred-headed 
dragon Ladon, as well as nymphs called the Hesperides, daughters of Atlas. Hercules 
found Atlas, the titan who eternally held up the weight of the earth and sky on his 
shoulders. Hercules offered to hold the weight while Atlas got the apples for him. Hercules 
took the apples and ran away.  

12. Capturing Cerberus: Cerberus was a monstrous three-headed dog that guarded the 
entrance to the Underworld, stopping the living from entering. Hercules travelled down 
into the Underworld through a deep cave, meeting many monsters and ghosts on the way 
but always won with the help of Goddess Athena and God Hermes. He went to God 
Hades and asked his permission to take Cerberus. He agreed on the condition that 
Hercules did not hurt him. He managed to capture it using only his own strength and took 
it back to Eurystheus. Cerberus was then safely returned to guarding the Underworld. 

After having completed successfully all 12 labours, Hercules was forgiven by the Gods 
for his former life. He went on accomplishing more brave acts and helping people who 
needed his assistance. He died after wearing a cloth which had been immersed in a 
deadly poison. His dead body was placed on a huge fire. His divine part ascended to 
Mountain Olympus, where all the gods and goddesses lived.  
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2 Didactic material 

 

Figure 19: Symbols of legend 

 

Figure 20: Materials for puppet 

 

Figure 21: Finished puppet 
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3 Collection of math-activities based on legend 

3.1 Labours and tools/means (filling out a dual input board) 

Goals  

‒ Children learn to "interpret" elements through processes of 
observation and description and symbolic representation 

‒ They are encouraged to recognize symbols which depict 
relationships in a dual input board. 

Procedure 

‒ We work with the whole class or in groups. Children are first asked 
to observe, recognize and describe the drawings depicting the 
labours and the tools. 

‒ Then they are asked to put the Hercules card in the appropriate cell, 
connecting the labour to the tool/means he used. 

‒ Review (Figure 22). 
‒ This activity can be implemented as an assessment after having 

studied and worked on the six first Hercules’ labours. 
‒ It requires, and at the same time exercises children’s memory and 

metacognitive skills. 
‒ It can be hung up in class, where children have access to, and can 

work on their own at their pace.  
‒ Enrichment 
‒ Later on it can be enriched with the rest of the labours. 

Material 

‒ A dual input board 7 by 7. In the vertical column we use the children’s 
own drawings illustrating Hercules’ six first labours. In the cells of the 
top line we use pictures downloaded from the internet, illustrating the 
tools/means Hercules used to accomplish the labours. 

‒ Six cards of a child’s drawing of Hercules (i.e. printed six times). 

 

Figure 22: A dual input board 7 by 7 
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3.2 Lerneaen Hydra’s heads (filling out a worksheet) 

Goals  

Understanding the Meanings, Uses, and Representations of Numbers –
Rational counting: 
‒ To count given collection of items  

‒ To connect the collection of items (heads) to the number word, and  

‒ To write the numerals 

… ultimately creating a mental picture of a number 

Integrated Sciences 

Language, History 

Procedure 

‒ Before each child gets his/her own worksheet we present to the whole 
class the worksheet and make sure that everyone realizes what it is 
they see on the worksheet.  

‒ Next we read the instructions so that the task is clear to all the children.  
‒ Then everyone takes the worksheet and works on his/her own (Figure 

1).  
‒ Review 
‒ This activity can be implemented as an assessment after having 

studied and worked on the 2nd Labour of Hercules, that is: Killing the 
Lernean Hydra. 

‒ Support 
‒ Help is provided to all the children: by a board presenting the numbers 

and quantities, which is permanently hung up in the classroom and they 
can refer to in order to “find” the conventional way we write numbers, 
and of course by the teachers or other students. 

‒ According to the children’s level of Math skills we can add more pictures 
with less or more “heads”. 

Material 

‒ A worksheet with four pictures illustrating the Lerneaen Hydra, with 5, 
3, 9 and 2 heads respectively. 

‒ The instructions read as follows: “Count the number of heads you can 
see in each picture and write the number in the circle next to it. Then 
Circle the Lerneaen Hydra that Hercules killed (i.e. the one with nine 
heads). 

‒ A board presenting the numbers and quantities (optional). 
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Figure 23: A worksheet with four pictures illustrating the Lerneaen Hydra 

3.3 Six of the Hercules’ labours (matching the whole to the part) 

Goals  

‒ To broaden their skills of observation and matching through symbolic 
representation 

‒ Integrated Sciences 
‒ Language, Art, History 

Procedure 

‒ We work in groups of five. We lay all six labour cards on the table. Each 
child picks at random one of the smaller cards with the parts/details and 
tries to observe which card labour it matches to. 

‒ He/she then describes to the rest what the card depicts (Figure 24). 
‒ Review – Enrichment. 
‒ Later on when we have worked on all twelve labours we can add more 

pictures.  
‒ Also the same cards can be used as a memory game. 

Material 

‒ Six labour cards, each with the children’s drawing of one of the first six 
Hercules’ Labours. 

‒ Six smaller cards, each with only a part/detail of the previous drawings.  

The drawings are made by the children, they are then scanned and finally, 
a small but characteristic part/detail is cut out with a software programme 
and printed on the card. 
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Figure 24: Matching the whole to the part 

Implementation of project activities with other areas of the Curriculum 

Correlation with area: LANGUAGE 

GOALS: 
1. To distinguish different models of organization of written and oral speech. 
2. To recognize that writing conveys messages in the form of texts. 
3. To choose semiotic modalities (letters, images or a combination of them) for text 

production. 

Activities:  
‒ We read each labour of Hercules from various books which have different speech 

organization and illustration (short written history, poetic text, text from encyclopedia, 
text from the internet). 

‒ Children listen to narrations from different narrators: teachers, tourist guides, literature 
professors. 

‒ We enrich the classroom with writing stimuli: functional reference tables (tasks, tools, 
central heroes), signs (on envelopes, on children’s work, on bulletin boards) etc. 
(Figure 25) 

‒ Following the teacher’s narration, the children are asked to make a book where they 
can note the labour in writing, in any way they can, using different means. 
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Figure 25: We enrich the classroom with writing stimuli 

Correlation with area: ENVIRONMENT, HUMAN AND NATURAL 

GOALS: 
1. To distinguish the observable external morphological characteristics of animals, to 

locate real and imaginary animals in pictures and to find similarities and differences. 
2. To investigate the appropriate uses of different objects-tools, to distinguish among 

them, to describe them with reference to their specific characteristics and to think of 
new uses of them. 

Activities: 
‒ Children observe the illustration of specific books with Hercules’ labours, identify all 

the animals, real and fantastic, and describe each one of them. 
‒ They contrast/ compare every picture of the animals with pictures of real animals from 

an encyclopedia and make categorizations (Figure 26). 
‒ They identify the various tools used by Hercules in the labours, they describe them by 

identifying their material and try either to find a modern use of the objects in the 
present or to propose contemporary objects that Hercules could have used.  

 

Figure 26: The children identify the various tools that Hercules used in the feats 
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Correlation with area: CREATION AND EXPRESSION 

GOALS: 
1. To use different materials with imagination and produce creations 
2. To know and describe various types of theater 
3. To recognize sounds through watching a movie or listening to a story and to reproduce 

them by making and using simple sound-producing objects 

Activities: 
‒ Children make collage for each labour by using different materials each time, for 

example fabric, cardboard, feathers, sticks etc. 
‒ They perform a theatrical performance by taking roles. 
‒ They play shadow theater, puppet theater, they make and play with muppets etc. 

(Figure 27) 
‒ They find out how each type of theatre is performed and with which tools/ means. 
‒ They watch movies on the computer or listen to the labour from a cd, they spot sounds 

(sound of the wind, sound from a rattle etc.) and then try to reproduce them by finding 
appropriate objects in the classroom or by making them with various materials. 

 

Figure 27: Puppet theater 

Correlation with area: ICT 

GOALS: 

1. To observe indirectly on web sites and web applications 
2. To search for information that does not belong to their immediate environment 
3. Το use web tools and software appropriate for drawing according to the type of the 

result they want to achieve and to create their own projects 

Activities: 

‒ Children visit virtual museums and theme parks with exhibits that relate to Hercules 
and his labours. 

‒ They search on the internet information about Hercules’ life and labours, and they 
select, save and print pictures and texts for each of the labours. 

‒ They use software that allows drawing such as Tuxpaint, Kidspiration, Blackboard to 
create their own pieces of work that depict scenes from the labours. 
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‒ They paint, take photos from all the activities they implement within the program, store 
them and create their own movie for the completion of the project (Figure 28) 

 

Figure 28: They use software 
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CUKUROVA ANAOKULU, Adana Turkey                       

Ayşegűl Şahin, Hanife Kuş, Dilara Berkyez, Műzeyyen Taşa and Sevsin Aslan 

 

Figure 29: Sahmeran 

Content of letter 

1 The Legend of Sahmeran 

Thousands of years ago, there were snakes living in caves at the bottom of seven floors 
in today's Adana snake castles. These snakes called Meran are very smart and good 
hearts. They live a happy life in peace, giving great importance to friendship, 
companionship and love. The chief of the Merans, was a beautiful snake, called 
Şahmeran, which had seven heads and a female face,with yellow, red, blue, bright 
circular scales. Sahmeran, a beautiful young woman, never grows old and passes on to 
her daughter's body at the time of her death. 

According to this legend from the past to the present, the person who encountered 
Şahmeran is Camsab. Camsab, the son of a poor family, provides his livelihood by selling 
wood with his friends. Camsab, who finds a well of honey with his friends one day, is left 
in the well when the honey inside the well is finished because of the greed of his friends. 
The abandoned teen uses a pocket knife in his pocket to expand a hole he sees here and 
move to a bigger place. When he wakes up, he sees that his surroundings are full of 
snakes and dragons. At that time, the half-human half-snake Şahmeran (Figure 29) 
comes and they started talking. Camsab describes the betrayal against him. Sahmeran 
listens to Camsab and tells him that she will remove him from the well. 

Sahmeran takes the young man from the well and gives him enough money to survive in 
the world ,but Şahmeran makes a promise from the youngster that he will never tell us 
where she is during his life.  
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Camsab returns to the village, he heard that Sahmeran's flesh was recommended for the 
sick ruler of his country to heal and he doesn’t say anything to anyone. One day while 
chatting with his friends, he lets out that he has seen Şahmeran. This event is delivered 
to the sultan by his friends. The Sultan calls Camsab to his presence and asks him to 
display the location of Şahmeran. But Camsab somehow does not say the location of 
Sahmeran. When he heard that he was going to be given gold and viziership, Camsab 
shows the place of Sahmeran to the vizier. 

The Vizier says some magic words and removes Şahmeran out of the well in a gold tray. 
Vizier's men kill Sahmeran and they bring Sahmeran's flesh to the ruler,the ruler returns 
to his health as soon as he eats her flesh. The myth is about the betrayal Sahmeran 
received for his faith and goodwill tob humanity.According to the legend, snakes still 
believe that Sahmeran is alive, and they will invade our entire world when they hear that 
Sahmeran is dead. 

2 Didactic material 

 

Figure 30: Symbols of the legend 
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Figure 31: Materials for the puppet Figure 32: Finished puppet 

3 Collection of math-activities based on legend 

3.1 Shadow Matching Math Game 

Goals  
To be able to recognize the object, the situation, the event and match the 
assets with their shadows. 

Procedure 

In the shared legend in the classroom there were major characters that 
attracted children's attention. In order to emphasize these characters in 
mathematics activity, a series of instructions were given to the children 
and brainstorming was given. One of the mathematical activities that 
emerged as a result was the shadow matching game.  

Material 

Shadow-matching game materials (Figure 33) were created with the 
participation of children and actively used in the classroom and shared 
with the partner countries. 
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Figure 33: Shadow-matching game 

3.2 Sudoku game 

Goals  

‒ To be able to concentrate his / her attention on the object, situation, 
event. 

‒ To be able to say the location of the assets.  
‒ To be able to say the order of events or beings. 

Procedure 
Another math activity as a result of brainstorming with the children was 
Sudoku game (Figure 34). 

Material 

The materials of the game were created together with the children, used 
actively in the classroom during the project and shared with project partner 
countries. 

 

Figure 34: Sudoku 
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3.3 Pattern game 

Goals  

‒ To be able to create pattern with objects by looking at the model. 
‒ To be able to say missing item in a pattern. 
‒ To complete the missing item in a pattern. 
‒ To be able to say the rules of the pattern consisting of up to three 

elements. 

Procedure 
Another math activity as a result of brainstorming with the children was the 
pattern game (Figure 35). 

Material 

Game materials were created with the children. 

With the help of the materials created, it was ensured that the pattern was 
created and the missing item was found. Attention was observed. All the 
mathematics activities converged with the Turkish preschool curriculum. It 
was observed that all age groups (36-72) were applied easily. 

It was observed that children showed more interest in sudoku game than 
others. 

 

Figure 35: Pattern game 

Implementation of project activities with other areas of the Curriculum 

Correlation with area: COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 

GOALS: 
1. Ability to remember what is perceived. 
2. Ability to observe various characteristics of events or entities. 
3. Ability to match assets according to various characteristics. 
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Activities:  
‒ Pictures of characters related to the myth of Hercules are prepared. 4 of the characters 

are taken. A child is asked to review the pictures. Then the eyes are bound and a 
character is reduced. The child's eyes are opened and asked which character is 
missing. You are asked to find the missing part (Figure 36). 

‒ Legends are told. Children are asked similar and different aspects of myths. 
Discussions welcome. 

‒ The characters and shadows in the legends are prepared. They are prompted to 
match the characters with their shadows. 

  

Figure 36: Find the missing part 

Correlation with area: PSYCHOMOTOR DEVELOPMENT 

GOALS: 
1. To be able to perform certain movements requiring bodily coordination. 
2. Ability to perform specific movements requiring hand eye coordination. 
3. Ability to use small muscles to perform movements that require a specific force. 

Activities: 
‒ A midwife (Figure 37) is elected for a one-Dragon character. Children have to stand 

at a certain height. The child on the floor is captured by the Dragon and taken to his 
cave. The game is continued by changing the midwife. 

‒ One legend in the class is told. After listening to the legend, the children paint using 
legendary materials. 

‒ Kids dough is distributed in various colors. They are asked to make the most 
legendary legend in their mind. 
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Figure 37: A midwife 

Correlation with area: LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

GOALS: 
1. Ability to recognize feelings 
2. Ability to manage relations with others 
3. Ability to create aesthetic features bearing products 

Acivities: 
‒ Legend is told (Figure 38). The drama of the legend described with children is done. 

You can chat about how he / she feels when he is playing the character he plays. 
‒ The character of the Hercules is placed in the middle. A child begins to tell a story 

about that character. He moves over to his friend near. The sequel continues the story 
by adding new fiction and characters to the story. That way the story goes on. 

‒ Class is divided into 3 groups. Groups and country music are matched. Teacher opens 
music. Which group belongs to the music opened in the group drawn into the circle 
passes into the group. 
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Figure 38: Legend telling 

Correlation with area: SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

GOALS: 
1. Ability to read visual materials. 
2. Ability to express what they listen in various ways. 
3. Ability to improve vocabulary. 

Activities: 
‒ Legend cards of the legends are prepared. Children examine visual materials (Figure 

39). Explain and sort visual materials. 
‒ With the pantomime technique, children animate characters in legends. The following 

children try to find out what character they are. 
‒ Puppets are moved freely in chat puppet museum. Some words belonging to countries 

are spoken during the conversation. (hello, good morning). When children listen to the 
words that are new, they ask for the meaning of the new words. Explain the meaning 
of the given word. 

 

Figure 39: Children examine visual materials 
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KINDERGARTEN SLOVENSKE KONJICE, 
Slovenia  

Lidija Zidanšek, Teja Macuh, Darja Črešnar, Andreja Lipovec, Katja Juhart, 
Marjetka Kolar, Laura Grubelnik, Aleksandra Strašnik and Ksenija Jerman 

 

Figure 40: Dragon and the castle 

Content of letter 

1 George defeats the dragon 

A long time ago, when the Earth travelled around the Sun thousand times or even more 
(I use one Earth travel around the Sun for a unit of one year) in the valley between the 
golden hills and the green velvet mountains friendly and hearty people lived. The river 
flowed through the valley. The river was clean and clear, because at that time there was 
no industry. However, the peace of the villagers was disturbed by a dragon that lived in 
the lake in the middle of a hollow mountain. People worried that the dragon would once 
have caused the mountain to burst and the water will flood the valley, their homes and 
fields. So they went to get an advice from the nobleman who lived in the castle on the hill. 
"Dear Lord, advise us how to calm the wild dragon?" They asked. And the nobleman 
advised them to make peace with the dragon. The villagers, satisfied with the advice of 
the nobleman, went to the dragon's cave on the same day. They trembled from fear facing 
the dragon; finally the bravest among them spoke to the dragon: "What do you want in 
return for peace?" The dragon fired his fierce demand: "In return for peace, every Spring 
I want you to bring me six maidens." The villagers were confused, terrified and saddened, 
but never less they agreed upon the dragon’s request. With broken hearts they returned 
to the valley.  
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The summer went by, autumn came, then winter, spring was at the door. Nature began 
to wake up joyfully from the winter sleep, but the hearts of the villagers were heavy and 
filled with mourning, as they knew that the day when they would have to sacrifice six girls 
to the dragon is getting closer. 

When the offering day came, the nobleman’s daughter, Daisy, was among the chosen 
ones. "This bloodthirsty matter must end at once!" Was finally concluded by the 
nobleman, who loved his daughter dearly. Days and nights he was thinking how to protect 
Daisy from the dragon, but he could not think of anything. So one day early in the Spring, 
when snow was still covering top of the mountain, the six maidens started their way up to 
the dragon’s cave. 

Girls all dressed in white were followed by villagers, some of them were crying out loud, 
some were silent, gray and white faced, and along with them there was a nobleman as 
well. The beautiful girls walked quietly, silently and languidly down the rocky stretching 
path up to the mountain where the dragon's cave was. From the mountain, a tattered, 
lingering, and growling sound was heard- it was a dragon eagerly waiting his gift. When 
the rock in front of the cave started to open and the ice cold air came out of the cave the 
girls started to cry quietly. At the same time, from afar the galloping of a horse was being 
heard. At first from afar and then closer and, finally, a snow-white horse with a rider on 
was in front of them. "Get away, people!" The rider shouted, taking his spear into his 
hands and aiming into the dark cave. The girls, villagers and everyone they came up to 
the mountain with the girls were surprised seeing a rider that appeared all of a sudden 
and from nowhere. Everything was deadly silent. Even the dragon did not make a 
sound…but only for a moment and then he roared wildly: "Where are my girls?!" the 
dragon pushed his terrible head out of the cave. He breathed in anger and crouched his 
head on all sides, looked for girls and was surprised hearing the brave rider say: "You will 
get no girls! Not now not ever again! "The rider once again cleverly twisted the spear and 
shot it into the dragon's scaly neck. It seemed nothing happened for a moment but then 
the dragon's head fell to the ground and the dragon was dead. 

»Hooray, hooray, hooray! The dragon is gone! "People were cheering, hugging each 
other and crying but this time the tears were tears of relief and happiness. The girls ran 
to their parents’ arms and Daisy hugged her father.  

"George, George, George, our Savior!" People were happily shouting on their way back 
to the valley. The patches of the snow disappeared and the spring finally came to the 
mountain. 

The Count was so grateful George saving his people, the village and his precious Daisy 
from the evil dragon, that he built a church under the mountain and named it after him - 
the church of St. George. 

After Earth travelled around the Sun many times once again, there was a time when the 
place under the mountain got the name of Slovenske Konjice. People that live in 
Slovenske Konjice are called Konjičani and Konjičanke. Initially, our coat of arms 
represented a white horse on a green field with blue sky, which was associated with 
George on a white horse that saved Konjičane from the evil dragon. Later, the coat of 
arms turned into a white horse on a red field. Red color is interpreted as a fire, which in 
the Middle Ages often spread out in Slovenske Konjice.  

(adaptation of the legend by M. Furman) 
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2 Didactic material 

 

Figure 41: Symbols of legend 

  

Figure 42: Materials fort he puppet Figure 43: Finished puppet 
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3 Collection of math-activities based on legend 

3.1 Playing with marbles 

Goal 
A child confronts characteristics such as weight and force of gravity, which 
affect the objects.  

Procedure 

Two children participate in the play. At first they play with marbles for a 
while, then each gets three marbles. At the beginning they tell what colour 
are the marbles (they practise colours), then they continue with lowering 
the marbles from the highest tower of the castle to the front door and 
counting the time. They compare the time.  

The role of an adult: 
We cut some openings on upstanding tubes (columns of the castle). We 
cut three tubes on half at the beginning and at the end (1,5 cm), we put 
them into openings and stick them. If we wish, we can paint the castle and 
the surroundings. 

Upgrading activity: 
A child gets marbles in different sizes and tries to find out which marble 
needs more or less time to get to the front door of the castle (bigger or 
smaller marble).  

Material Carrier bags tubes, glue, wallpaper knife, marbles.  

 

 

Figure 44: Marble game 
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3.2 Making a puzzle 

Goals  
‒ Child learns symmetry, geometric shapes. 
‒ Child learns how to use terms of left, right, at the bottom, above ... 

Procedure 

One or more children can participate. When they are making the puzzle, 
they have the picture of the cut-out material in front of them, this way they 
can see where the particular part belongs to. 

Upgrading the activity: 
The child learns about the countries bordering Slovenia, learns about the 
capital city, and other major cities in the country, on the map he finds the 
place where he lives and learns the directions of north, south, east, west. 

Material 

Paper, scissors, cardboard (thin), glue, ruler, printer, computer. 

The role of an adult: 
Prepare a cut-out material. Print out the image, stick it on the harder 
substrate, and cut it into different geometric shapes - triangle, rectangle, 
square, circle. 

 

Figure 45: Map of Slovenia 
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3.3 Find a pair 

Math 
Goals  

“Find a pair” game with different image motifs allows the child to get to 
know the concept of doubles-pairs. 

Procedure 

One child participation. First, let the child get familiar with all image motifs, 
talk about it. Then clear instructions should follow. The child chooses and 
uncovers the face of an image from the top row and tries to find the 
identical image from the bottom row. The game is over when the child 
opens and matches all images. 

Upgrading the activity: 
Two players. Players try to memorize the motifs/images and where they 
are placed. Winner is the one with most pairs collected. 

Material 

Wooden base, picture motifs (castle, knight Jurij, Marjetica, dragon), 
wetting pads, glue. 

The role of an adult: 
Prepare the pairs with four different image motifs and each of them glue to 
a wooden base. Pictures are placed into two rows (four different image 
motives each row, but with a different sequence). Cover the face of the 
image. Wooden base can be painted (Konjiški park is how we painted 
ours). 

 

Figure 46: Find a pair 

Implementation of project activities with other fields of the Curriculum 

Correlation with area: LANGUAGE 

GOALS: 
1. The child learns about graphic displays, shapes and names them. 
2. Child learns about the geometric shapes, names them, and identifies them in the 

environment. 
3. A child uses symbols, records events and describes the situation. 
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Activities: 
‒ Child plays with phonics and letters (We use main characters from our local legend; 

M is for Marjetica, J is for Jurij etc). 
‒ Child learns what is written can be read as well (New math games instructions, a hike 

map …) 
‒ The results of the game records in the graphic display. (Child plays a subtization game 

of the Zbelovo Castle and writes and draws in a diagram, and enters the results of the 
game.) 

‒ He observes the cards with different images on, names animals and tells about their 
psychical features (Playing the game the child talks and tells about what he sees.) 

‒ He is playing with letters and is counting syllables. (Using words from our local legend, 
child tries to write them down or tries to compose a word from the letters. He is 
counting the letters and looks for the longest or shortest word.) 

‒ Cooks according to the recipes (Bakes “potica” for Jurij and Marjetica). 

 

Figure 47: Recipe for Potica 

Correlation with area: ART 

GOALS: 
1. The child recognizes symmetry, geometric bodies, and the shapes. 
2. Child learns about space, its boundaries, the outside, inside, uses expressions to 

describe the positions of objects and learn about orientation. 
3. The child uses symbols, using symbols he writes down events, describes the situation, 

and recognizes, reads and creates graphic representations.  
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Activities: 
‒ SLIKOPIS: making SLIKOPIS according to the legend 
‒ THE MODEL OF THE KONJICE MOUNTAIN: child shapes, glues, colors... From 

waste paper, we make the model of Konjiška gora (mountain of Konjice) and the 
castle. 

‒ MARJETICA AND JURIJ the KNIGHT: listening to the legend about the dragon that 
lived on the mountain of Konjice, participating in the didactic conversation (retelling 
about the legend with the correct time sequence), observing the illustrations in the 
picture books, children encyclopedias. 

‒ Making finger puppets: drawing the shapes, cutting out the shapes, creating the 
puppets and role playing with puppets 

‒ PIHALČKI DRAGONS: participating in the conversation about already known legend, 
observing illustrations in the picture book about the dragons and making the didactic 
Pihalčki dragons product: painting the cups with different motifs, searching for pairs – 
using pom pom for nostrils, moving eyes and cutting strips: measuring according to 
the agreed length, counting strips, gluing in color patterns or in a free style. 

 

Figure 48: The model of the Konjice mountain 

Correlation with area: NATURE 

GOALS: 
1. The child discovers and learns the properties of objects. 
2. The child becomes aware of a food variety and acquires the habits of healthy and 

diverse nutrition. 
3. The child experiences time as the duration of an activity and learns how time is 

measured. 

Activities: 
‒ collects material, objects, compares them, sorts them, makes herbal collection 
‒ participates in the design and arrangement of the space (arranging the castle *, cozy 

corner of Jurij and Marjetica.), arranging the book corner 
‒ plays with different construction collections, toys that can be put apart and put back 

together again (exhibits and assembles- castle); 
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‒ makes shapes from dough, plastic, clay, knits baskets, weaves, makes mosaic ...; 
‒ learns about different materials and compares them (leather, wood, stone, metals, 

plastics (materials used in the past and we still do today)); 
‒ learns about how materials and their properties change (bakes castle cake). 

 

Figure 49: The boy is gathering herbs 

Correlation with area: SOCIETY 

GOALS: 
1. The child has the opportunity to develop abilities and ways of establishing, maintaining 

and enjoying friendly relations with one or more children. 
2. The child is getting familiar with the rules in the group and the rules of kindergarten. 
3. The child is getting to know himself and other people. 

Activities: 
‒ Participates in the preparation of the New Year's Greetings for the participating project 

members (recording, greeting via skype). 
‒ Learns about the culture and characteristics of the participating countries. 
‒ gets to know the home town and learns about how people lived here in the past (past, 

present and the life in the castle) 
‒ Gets acquainted with the library, the theater, participates in the play with the doll. 
‒ Has the opportunity to gain concrete experience by changing roles related to gender 

differences (Knights, Marjetice, and dragon). 
‒ Gets to know different geographical and cultural environments (photos, maps, 

features). 
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Figure 50: The preparation of the New Year's Greetings 

Correlation with area: MOVEMENT 

GOALS: 
1. Speed development. 
2. Coordination of whole-body movement. 
3. Audit ability. 
4. Getting to know the numbers. 
5. Ability to recognize and memorize geometric shapes and object. 

Activities: 
‒ 0-1.2-3-4 
Game description: Children freely run around, when they hear a certain command, they 
do a certain task. There are 4 different commands. On the command »0« children sit on 
the floor, on the command »1« they raise both hands, on command »2« children raise 
both legs, on command »3« children raise both hands and both legs, on command »4« 
they sway. 
‒ Within the group, we picked a child that in a game represented a dragon. To make it 

easier for the younger ones, we attached a photo of the dragon on the back of the 
child that played a dragon. The Dragon wanders among children. When the child 
sneezes – a dragon breathes fire, the children get frightened, they stay still and they 
don’t move. At that time, the dragon gives them a task, the children perform on an 
agreed task, and again they can run freely… until the dragon loudly sneezes again. 

‒ Child learns about social group games based on certain rules (Who is afraid of the 
green dragon, Dragon's path, Dance of the Knights and Marjetica, The dragon 
Ristanc). 

‒ Hike to the castle (Jurjevanje festival). 
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Figure 51: Social group games 

 



 

 



 

 

 


